Divergence and collateral axon branching in subsystems of visual cortical projections from the cat lateral posterior nucleus.
The projections from the lateral (LPl), intermediate (LPi) and medial (LPm) subdivisions of the cat lateral posterior nucleus (n. LP) to visual areas 17, the posteomedial (PMLS) and posterolateral (PLLS) lateral suprasylvian and anterior ectosylvian (AEV) were studied using the retrograde labeling technique following concomitant injections of fluorescent dyes (Fast blue, Nuclear yellow, Evans blue and Rhodamine beta-isothiocyanate) into the different cortical loci. The results showed a medial-lateral topographical reversal of the visual n. LP-cortical connections: The ventral portion of LPl projects to area 17 whereas more dorsolateral regions of LPl and lateral LPi provide input to PMLS. Cells in medial LPi project mainly to the PLLS cortex and AEV receives afferents from the LPm. Areas of overlap were identified within the ventral LPl which projects to both area 17 and PMLS and within the LPi/LPm border region at the origin of connections to both PLLS and AEV. Furthermore, some single neurons within the areas of overlap were found to be double-labeled indicating divergent projections to their respective cortical targets via collateral axon branching. The data show that divergence and axonal branching are common features of the different n.LP-visual cortical subsystems and support the notion of the existence of families of thalamo-cortical systems which are distinct in their connection patterns and underlying functional properties.